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Analytical model of a resonator for PCB-embedded power 

conversion 

Yoann Pascal ·  Mickaël Petit ·  Denis Labrousse · François Costa 

 

Abstract This study proposes a comprehensive analytical model of the magnetism, electrostatics, and loss 
mechanisms of a simple and economical structure with a printed circuit board-embedded magnetic component 
(coil, high leakage transformer, or resonator) for electric power conversion in the range 1 W – 100 W. The 
predictions of this model are compared to finite element simulations. A good match is obtained over a wide 
bandwidth (up to at least 10 MHz). The model is adapted to predict the electrical characteristics of the device 
used as a monolithic series-LC tank, with a resonant frequency in the MHz range. A prototype is built to prove 
the applicability of the model, which is intended for the design and optimisation of power electronics 
converters.  

Keywords: PCB-embedding; power electronics; analytical model; magnetic component; integrated 

resonator; monolithic resonator 

1  Introduction 

Embedding power converters into printed circuit board (PCB) substrates can be an efficient way to increase 
power density, improve modularity and reliability, simplify cooling, and decrease manufacturing costs [1, 2]. In 
particular, various structures with PCB-based magnetic components have been studied such as 2D windings 
and 3D cores (e.g., racetrack, pot core) [3, 4, 5], 3D windings and 2D cores (e.g., toroid, meander) [6, 7, 8], or 
air-core components [9, 10, 11].  

Fig. 1-a shows a PCB-embedded magnetic component of the first kind; it is composed of copper spirals placed 
between two magnetic disks. Similar structures were studied in [12, 13, 14], for example. Depending on the 
number of spirals, it can be used as an inductor, a high-leakage transformer, or a resonator. When manufactured 
using standard PCB copper traces, the copper ribbons are planar (i.e., such that � ≪ �, Fig. 1-a) and this 
structure is at a disadvantage: the magnetic field in the air-gap is orthogonal to the traces, which induces high 
eddy currents and thus high AC losses. In [15], we proposed a new process (though compatible with 
conventional PCB manufacturing facilities) to build copper spirals with an opposite aspect ratio (� ≪ �, Fig. 1-

b). This change in the orientation of copper ribbons results in a substantial decrease in AC resistance. It was 
shown in [15] that the losses of a 28-to-12 V/4 A buck converter could then be cut by about 40 %. This first 
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experimental study showed the potential interest of the proposed technology for DC-DC power conversion. In 
the present article, a comprehensive analytical model is presented, well adapted to this new topology (with 
vertical copper tracks, Fig. 1-b) using PCB-embedded components. This model could be used in the first step 
of the design and optimisation of power converters as opposed to time-consuming multi-physic finite element 
analyses (FEA). 

 
Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of the considered devices. �:  standard structure using copper traces; �: improved structure – here, with 2×4 
turns, thus � = 4.  

 

Section 2 of the paper describes the structure under investigation and states the main assumptions. Section 3 
deals with the magnetic model and its validation through FEA. Section 4 details a copper loss model and tests 
its predictions using FEA. A core loss model is proposed in section 5, and an electrostatic model is described in 
section 6. Section 7 aggregates these elementary models to provide a complete description of the device used as 
an embedded, monolithic, series LC resonator. An experimental validation of the model is described in section 
8. Section 9 concludes the paper.  

2 Structure under study 

Fig. 1-b shows a cross-sectional view of the structure under study, while the parameters are described in Table 
1. The windings of the devices consist of copper ribbons electrodeposited on the edges of a spiral-shaped trench 
milled in a raw PCB substrate. The trench is then filled with resin, and magnetic disks are placed on each side 
of the device. The manufacturing process is detailed in [15]. Although the electrodeposition of copper ribbons 
in a trench is more complex than the use of simple copper traces, the process is quite simple, inexpensive, and 
compatible with conventional PCB manufacturing facilities. Furthermore, the AC copper losses are greatly 
reduced, thereby rendering this structure attractive for power conversion. 
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Table 1 Parameters defining a device (cf. Fig. 1) 

Parameter � Height of the copper ribbons (�� direction) � Thickness of the copper ribbons (�) � Distance between the MPs � Thickness of the MPs � Distance between the middle of the outer trench turn and the edge of the MPs � Number of turns per winding � Spiral step �� Width of the trench �  Radius of the MPs � Mean radius of the ��� turn �� Relative permeability of the MPs �� Permittivity of the resin filling the trench �� Permittivity of the PCB substrate  MP: magnetic plate. 

 

The main hypothesis of our models is that the device is axisymmetric. Each turn is therefore likened to a ring 
considered independently from the others. Furthermore, it is assumed that the median plane (���) of the device 
is a symmetry plane, and that the magnetic material is linear (except possibly for the core loss estimation – 
section 5). Even though the device is intended for power conversion, this assumption is reasonable, since the 
airgap is a priori long enough to keep the magnetic material from saturation. 

Since a copper ribbon is deposited on each side of the machined trench, such a device has an even number of 
windings. The model developed hereafter considers a device with a single trench and therefore two windings, 
although it could easily be generalised to any even number of windings.  

3 Magnetic model 

3.1. Modelling 

As the structure under study is simple and highly symmetrical, it is easy to describe its magnetic properties 
using a distributed reluctant network. To this end, the H field is assumed to be axial in the gap and radial in the 
magnetic plates. A similar method can be found, for instance, in [13]. Let us consider a thin slice of the device 
(Fig. 2) between radii  and  � � (� ≪ ); let   and ! be the magnetic potential and flux in the magnetic 
plates; "# and "$ are the distributed reluctance of the magnetic material and gap: 

"# = 22&�'��� ⋅ �, "$ = �*2&�' ⋅ 1� ,1- 

Where: 

�* = � � ��� . � ,2- 

Is an estimate of the effective length of the gap. 

�.  

 

�.  
 

Fig. 2 �. Section of the device under study between radii  and  � �. �. Associated distributed reluctant model.  
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Applying Kirchhoff laws for magnetism (deduced from Maxwell equations) to this network, yields: 

0 , � �- ⋅ "$,-12 � !, � �- = !,- ,- 3  , � �- = "#,- ⋅ !,-  ,3- 

Hence the following modified Bessel equation: 

4!55 3 !5 3 4! = 0, 4 = 7 , 7 = 8���*�2  ,4- 

Its solution is: 

!,4- = 4 ⋅ 9: ;2,4- � <=2,4-> ,5- 
Where : and < are constants depending on the boundary conditions, and ;2 and =2 are the first-order modified 
Bessel functions of the second kind.  

It is assumed that the excitation frequency is high enough to prevent the magnetic flux from crossing the copper 
track; for a first approximation, this requires the skin depth to be less than the width of the traces �, that is: 

? @ ,&�ABCAB�D-12 ,6- 
Where CAB  and �AB  are the conductivity and permeability of copper. Each copper ribbon can therefore be 
modelled as a lumped reluctance "� (cf. ,7-) to account for the magnetic material, series-connected with a 
magneto-motive force (MMF) source. We have: 

"� = 1&�'��� ⋅ ln G2� � �2� 3 �H , � ∈ J1,2�K ,7- 

Where � is the mean radius of the ��� ribbon of copper. 

,5- is then used in each space between the ribbons, and the integration constants are calculated using the 
continuity of !. This yields the magnetic flux distribution all throughout the device: i.e., in the magnetic 
material and the gap. The flux linkage and then the mutual inductances L#,�M between the tracks �  and N are 
then derived: 

∀,�, N- ∈ J1,2�KD, L#,�M = !9M 7⁄ > ⋅ ;�12 ,8- 
Where ;�  is the current flowing in the ���  turn. The inductance matrix LQ  between the windings is finally 
calculated:  

∀,R, S- ∈ J1,2KD, LQ,$T = U L�,�M  
�∈VW,   M∈VX

 ,9- 

Where V$  is the set of indices of the turns belonging to the winding R . For instance, in a two-winding 
component, the first winding comprises turns 1 to � and:  

V2 =  J1,   �K,   and   VD = J� � 1,   2�K,    ,10- 

3.2. Model validation with finite element analyses  

Table 2 Ranges of the parameters used to validate the magnetic and copper loss models.  

Parameter Min. value Max. value Unit � 0.2 4 mm � 1 1000 µm � 0.4 4.4 mm � 0.1 2 mm � 0.1 52 mm � 1 15 N.A. � 0.1 14 mm �� 0.05 10 mm �  5 94 mm �� 25 425 N.A. 
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? 1 k 10 M Hz 

The inductances of devices with random parameters were estimated using both the proposed model and the 
FEA. The parameters of these devices were uniformly drawn in the ranges given in Table 2, while the devices 
that were not physically feasible (e.g., because � < �� ) were discarded. Axisymmetric simulations were 
performed using FEMM software [16].  

The statistical probability density function of the relative difference between the results is given in Fig. 3. It is 
weakly scattered, with a standard deviation of 16 percentage points. The average is non-zero: the inductance is 
usually underestimated. This is because the model was developed for high-frequency excitations, whereas it 
was tested on wideband conditions ( ? ∈ \1 k, 10 M^ Hz ). Furthermore, the leakage flux is not properly 
captured, although [17] proposes a solution to this issue. This model is nevertheless a rather good estimator of 
inductance, given the tolerance on the inductance of commercial coils, usually close to ±20 %. 

 
Fig. 3 Statistical probability density function (pdf) of the relative difference between the proposed model and the FEA for the 
inductance; 7,000 random devices are considered. 

4 Copper loss model 

4.1. Model 

4.1.1.  Method and main hypothesis 

To estimate the copper loss, an ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing the electric and magnetic fields 
in the copper ribbons is derived from Maxwell’s equations. This ODE is then integrated using H-field values 
obtained by the magnetic model as boundary conditions (section 3). This method is justified by the fact that 
although the magnetic model is quite simple, the flux density distribution along the  3axis is quite complex in 
the device. The Poynting vector corresponding to the wave generated by each copper ribbon is then calculated, 
from which the lost power and then the AC resistance (ACR) can be estimated. 

The model is derived under sinusoidal excitation. The frequency is supposed to be high enough to validate the 
magnetic model but low enough to neglect the propagation effects. As a first approximation: 

? @ 1&�ABCAB�D , ? < a10√�� ⋅ � ,11- 

Where a is the speed of light in vacuum.  

4.1.2.  Derivation of the AC resistance model 

Magnetic field in the copper ribbons 

The wave equation in the copper ribbons is: 

Δdee� 3 CAB�ABNfdee� = 0 ,12- 
Assuming that the H field is axial (along ��) between the magnetic disks and depends solely on , ,12- can be 
simplified as follows:  

gDdhgD � 1 gdhg 3 iDdh = 0, iD =  NCAB�ABf ,13- 
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The solution to this ODE is: 

dh = :;',4- � <=',4-, 4 = i ,14- 
Where ;' and ='  are the zero-order modified Bessel functions of the second kind, and ,:, <-  is a set of 
constants.  

The H fields on each side of the ��� copper ribbon are then: 

∀ � ∈ J1, 2�K, jdh94�,k>dh94�,1>l = j;'94�,k> ='94�,k>;'94�,1> ='94�,1>l G:�<�H 

4m,± = i ⋅ ,� ± ν 2⁄ - 

,15- 

Where 4�,± are the normalised abscissas of the edges of the ��� copper ribbon. 

Due to the continuity of the tangential component of dee�, dh94�,±> can be estimated using the magnetic model 
developed in section 3. A set of constants ,:� , <�- can then be calculated for each copper ribbon:  

G:�<�H = j;'94�,k> ='94�,k>;'94�,1> ='94�,1>l12 jdh94�,k>dh94�,1>l , � ∈ J1, 2�K ,16- 

Electric field in the copper ribbons 

Further assuming that the electric field is orthoradial, Maxwell-Faraday’s equation yields: �,pq-� = 3N�ABfdh ,17- 

Which, together with ,14-, can be integrated into: 

pq = 3 Nf�ABi 9: ⋅ ;2,4- 3 < ⋅ =12,4-> , 4 = i ,18- 

Poynting vector 

For the ��� copper ribbon, the Poynting vector is: 

Πseeee� = 12 pqdh∗�ueee�, � ∈ J1, 2�K ,19- 

Then, combined with ,14- and ,18-: 

Πseeee�,4- = 3Nf�AB2i 9:�;2,4- 3 <�=12,4->9:�∗;',4∗- � <�∗=',4∗-> ⋅ �ueee�, � ∈ J1, 2�K ,20- 

Winding resistance :vw$,?- 

The real part of the flux of the Poynting vector through the surface of the ��� copper ribbon is the power lost in 
this ribbon: 

x� = 2& ⋅ ℜz j �i {4�,1Π�94�,1> 3 4�,kΠ�94�,k>|l , � ∈ J1, 2�K ,21- 

The resistance :vw��}}~�,� of each copper ribbon is then obtained by dividing this power by the square of the 
current ;�, which flows in this ��� turn. The overall ACR of the R�� winding can then be obtained by summing 
the resistances of the ribbons: 

:vw$,?- = U :vw��}}~�,�,?-
�∈VW

=  U x�;�D�∈VW
, R ∈ J1, 2K ,22- 

4.1.3.  DC compensation 

Since the H-field values used to evaluate the integration constants ,:�, <�-�∈J2,D�K  assume high-frequency 
excitation, the DC resistance (DCR) of the coils cannot be accurately estimated by the model. Nevertheless, the 
DCR of the R�� winding can be easily calculated by: 
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�vw$ = 2&�CAB U ln G2� � �2� 3 �H12
�∈VW

, R ∈ J1, 2K ,23- 

The two models – ACR from ,22- and DCR from ,23- – can then be put together to give a wideband estimate 
of the device resistance as follows: the ACR is offset by an amount so that the model gives the correct low-
frequency (i.e., DC) resistance. Therefore, the estimator for the resistance of the R�� winding, valid at both high 
and low frequencies, is: 

∀?, w�T,$,?-  =  �vw$  �  :vw$,?- –  :vw$,? → 0-, R ∈ J1, 2K ,24- 
In the AC domain, ACR ≫ DCR, so the bias induced by this compensation method is negligible. 

Other DCR compensation techniques could be used such as separating the low- and high-frequency domains 
and using a smooth transition between the models.  

4.2. Model validation with finite elements analyses  

As an example, the resistances of six random coils (from the set described in section 3.2) are given in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Resistances of six random coils (one coil per colour): FEA (dashed lines) and model (solid lines).  

Furthermore, the resistances of one winding of each of the 7,000 devices considered in section 3.2 were 
estimated using the developed model ,24- and the FEA. The statistical probability density function of the 
discrepancy between these estimations is given in Fig. 5. The distribution is fairly peaked on a slightly positive 
value, which is a conservative and valuable feature for optimisation. In particular, the resistances for 80 % of 
the considered devices are estimated with an error, compared to the FEA with less than 20 %. No correlation 
between the circuit parameters and the error could be found, and principal component analysis (PCA) did not 
prove useful. 

 
Fig. 5 Statistical probability density function (pdf) of the relative difference between the proposed model and the FEA for copper loss in 
7,000 random devices. 

5 Core loss model 

The magnetic model detailed in section 3 can be used to evaluate the magnetic field all throughout the magnetic 
material. Local core-loss models can then be used to estimate the power loss density x�, which can then be 
integrated over the volume of the magnetic plates to obtain the overall core loss. Depending on the data 
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available to describe the core loss, various models can be used. Steinmetz-based equations [18] could, for 
instance, be used to estimate x�. Under the small-signal assumption, the imaginary part ��55 of the complex-
valued relative permeability can also be used [12, 19]:  

x�,?- = &?�'��55 |dh|D  ,25- 
Due to the high airgap in the core, the magnetic material is expected to work in low-field conditions, thus 
rendering this formula valid even in a device intended for power conversion.   

6 Electrostatic model 

Various electrostatic models can be used, depending especially on the size of the actual device and the 
electrostatic properties of the magnetic material [20]. A simple generic model is used here: it assumes that each 
turn is only electrostatically linked to the two adjacent ones. It is further assumed that the ribbon width is high 
enough (i.e., ,�� , �- < �) so that fringing effects can be neglected. To increase the overall accuracy when 
electrostatic and magnetic models are aggregated (section 7), the capacitances are further subdivided, and the 
electrostatic model of the device comprises 2� � 1 capacitors. The capacitance linking the ���  turns to its 
neighbour through a resin-filled trench is as follows based on the formula for cylindrical capacitors: 

v�,� = 2π��� ⋅ ln j� � �� 3 3 � 2⁄� � � 2⁄ l12 , � ∈ J1, NK 

v�,�k2 = π��� ⋅ ln j� � �� � 3,� 3 �- 4⁄� � � 2⁄ � 3� 4⁄ l12
 

,26- 

And the capacitance linking the ��� turns to their neighbour through the PCB substrate is: 

v�,� = 2π��� ⋅ ln j � 3 � 2⁄� 3 χ � �� 3 � 2⁄ l12 , � ∈ J2, NK 

v�,�k2 = π��� ⋅ ln j � 3 � 2⁄ � 3� 4⁄� 3 � 4⁄ 3 �� 3 � 2⁄ l12
 

,27- 

 

7 LC series resonator model 

7.1. Introduction 

Due to its very geometry in which copper ribbons face each other at a short distance, the structure under study 
has high coupling capacitances. Along with the ribbon inductance, this parasitic element between the two 
copper ribbons could then be exploited to form an LC series resonant circuit. The device could then be used as 
a monolithic PCB-embedded resonator. In such a configuration, one connection would be made on each copper 
ribbon, as shown in Fig. 6. Other connetion schemes can be considered [21], but this one has the highest power 
density [17]. 

 

 

Fig. 6 Use of a device as an LC series resonator. Left: top view of the copper ribbons (black), their connections (red and blue), and the 
trench (yellow); right: equivalent circuit. 
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7.2. Equivalent circuit of the device 

The magnetic, electrostatic, and copper loss models developed above consider each turn independently from the 
others. A quasi-distributed model with turn-level granularity can therefore be built to describe the entire device.  

A partial schematic of the device is given in Fig. 7. The turns of the internal winding are numbered from 1 
(inner turn) to � (outer turn), whereas those of the external winding are numbered from � � 1 to 2�. Nodes 
are numbered such that turn � ∈ J1, 2�K starts at node �. In Fig. 7, the ��� turn is drawn in red, whereas the 
volumes storing electrostatic energy associated with this turn are highlighted in pink, turquoise, violet, and 
beige.  

The partial equivalent model is given in Fig. 8: the self-inductance �� of the turn is shown in red, whereas the 
backgrounds of the four coupling capacitances are the same colour as those of their corresponding volume in 
Fig. 7. Other elements of the circuit are drawn in grey, whereas resistances and magnetic couplings are not 
shown.  

The capacitances are given by ,26--,27- and the inductances by the model from section 3.  

 
Fig. 7 Top view of the copper ribbons (red and black) of a device. The four coloured areas (pink, blue, violet, and beige) correspond to 
the four capacitors modelling the electrostatic coupling between the ��� copper ribbon (red) and its neighbours – see Fig. 8.  

7.3. Circuit solving 

Usual transmission line models cannot be used to solve this circuit due to the magnetic couplings between 
inductances. Further, all components are, a priori, different. 

Basic circuit theory can, however, be applied to estimate the impedance between nodes n°1 and n°2�, which 
are connected to an external circuit.  

6� linear equations were written (see Fig. 8): 2N equations corresponding to Kirchhoff’s voltage law in the 
loops composed of �v�,�, v�,�, ��12k���∈J2,�K  and �v�,�k2, v�,�, ����∈J2,�K ; 2N equations corresponding to 

Kirchhoff’s current laws at nodes �; and 2N equations linking the voltage across each inductor and the currents 
in the turns. 

The system is put into matrix form and solved numerically, thus yielding the impedance of the resonator as a 
function of frequency.  

 
Fig. 8 Equivalent circuit of the ��� copper ribbon: self-inductance (red), adjacent capacitances (black, with coloured backgrounds), and 
other components (grey). Green numbers between parentheses correspond to the node indexes. Resistances and magnetic couplings are 
not shown.  
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8 Experimental validation 

8.1. Introduction 

A prototype was manufactured and electrically characterised to compare its impedance to that predicted by the 
proposed model. The device was made from a polyimide substrate, and epoxy resin was used to fill the trench. 
Commercial magnetic sheets primarily intended for electromagnetic shielding were used, as in [4, 12, 13]. The 
small-signal permeability of the material (IBF15 from TDK [22]) is real (�� = 130) up to about 5 MHz, the 
frequency at which the magnetic loss starts to increase. The prototype has 12 turns per winding, while its 
overall radius and thickness are 37 mm and 2.5 mm, respectively. The sizing is detailed in Table 3 as “nominal 
values”. 

Table 3 Prototype sizing. ,∗-: parameter varied in the Monte Carlo simulations (cf. section 8.2). 

Parameter Nominal value  � Height of the copper ribbons (�� direction) 2 mm ,∗- � Thickness of the copper ribbons (�) 31 μm ,∗- � Distance between the MPs 2.1 mm ,∗- � Thickness of the MPs 180 μm ,∗- � Distance between the middle of the outer trench turn and the edge of the MPs 8.5 mm ,∗- � Number of turns per winding 12   � Spiral step 1.4 mm ,∗- �� Width of the trench 0.5 mm ,∗- �  Radius of the MPs 37 mm ,∗- �� Relative permeability of the MPs 130  ,∗- �� Permittivity of the resin filling the trench 3.6   �� Permittivity of the printed circuit board substrate  3.5   
 MP: magnetic plate. 

 

8.2. Resistance 

The resistance of one winding of the device was measured using an E4990a impedance analyser (Fig. 9). It 
remains constant up to about 100 kHz, where it starts to increase due to skin and proximity effects. Core losses 
dominate from around 5 MHz.  

The manufacturing process was not fully mastered, so the prototype sizing was slightly different from the 
values given in Table 3. A Monte Carlo simulation was therefore performed to estimate the sensitivity of the 
resistance versus the geometrical parameters. Uniform distributions were used for all parameters marked with a 
star in Table 3 in a range of ±7 % around their nominal values, corresponding to the estimated manufacturing 
tolerance. The frequency dependence of complex-valued �� was considered using values from the datasheet. 
The imaginary part of �� was used to estimate the core losses. FEA showed that the peak flux density is 41 mT 
per ampere of resonant current. However, the self-heating of the windings limits the device current to about 
500 mA��� at the resonant frequency (3.3 MHz). The magnetic material is therefore used far from saturation, 
and the small signal formula used to estimate the core loss (using ��55, cf. ,25-) is valid. 

Fig. 9 shows that resistance sensitivity is rather high, and that core loss is underestimated. This last point is 
probably due to the gap between the idealised geometrical model and the prototype, or to the anisotropy of the 
magnetic material used. This is, however, of limited impact, since the core loss increases so quickly with the 
frequency that no device should be designed to work in the frequency range with lossy magnetic material.  
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Fig. 9 Resistance of a winding of the device: measurements (red) and Monte Carlo simulations of 84 devices (blue). 

8.3. Impedance 

The impedance of the prototype used as a resonator, both measured (using an E4990a impedance analyser) and 
calculated using our model, are given in Fig. 10. AC losses are neglected here for three reasons: 1) to reduce 
simulation time, 2) to separate the resistance and impedance models, and 3) because of their negligible impact 
on the impedance outside of the resonance. The resonator impedance and resonance frequency are well 
estimated, although a parasitic anti-resonance at 7.8 MHz can be seen: this is likely due to the discretisation of 
the model. 

The size of the copper ribbons and their precise position in the airgap have little impact on the inductance. 
Furthermore, the impact of the inaccuracy of the process on the capacitances tends to be cancelled out (for 
instance, if two turns are closer to one another than average, then two others will be further apart). As a result, 
the impedance of the resonator can be quite accurately estimated in spite of the manufacturing inaccuracy.  

 
Fig. 10 Impedance of the device used as a resonator (AC loss neglected in the model). 

 

9 Conclusions  

The present study considered a structure with a PCB-embedded magnetic component intended for power 
conversion. It can be used as an inductor, a high-leakage transformer, or a resonator. Furthermore, it is low cost 
and compatible with conventional PCB-manufacturing facilities.  

An analytical model capturing the magnetism, electrostatics, and loss mechanisms was proposed. The 
predictions of the magnetic and copper loss models were compared to finite element simulations, showing a 
good match over a wide bandwidth. A prototype was manufactured, and its electrical characteristics were 
compared to those predicted by the model. This showed the value of the developed model for the design and 
optimisation of the structure under investigation. 
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